“Democracy ”
We are as infants lead to believe that democracy is the true utopian fair society were everyone gets
a chance in life to make a difference. This illusion couldn't be further from the truth.
Democracy in theory works to make a society in which people have the right to vote to elect any
party or political organisation into power. Yet when practised in reality corruption and vice rule.
People can easily be influenced by media and the media is controlled by the rich, mostly Jewish
tycoons who will, of course, act in their best interests, they can smash an entire Ideology with one
documentary, turn a well respected figure into a laughing stock with one news broadcast or shatter
anyone's reputation using the power of television, radio and newspaper.
Other problems concerning democracy include that in the short term (usually 4 years) which the
people elected have power they cannot be expected to make any true radical and long-term positive
changes to the country. Democracy also leaves countries divided into liberal and conservative,
socialist and capitalist. Fascism unites a countries people to unleash their full potential.
Possibly the greatest folly of the British political structure is how local MPs are elected to
represent you because they geographically live in your area. Does that make them understanding of
your current situation? No. The British Union of Fascist's policy was to introduce a system by
which representatives are elected on the basis of which industry they are involved with, not where
they live.
You have been swindled the people you trusted to represent you and your country have betrayed
you. Democracy isn't fair but a popularity contest which whoever wins Britain loses. It has become
a game and a career choice. The Labour, Liberal and Conservative party have all acted in their
interests rather then yours. Immigrants are flooding in, crime is sky-rocketing, the White race is
becoming extinct, babies are being murdered before they are being born, unemployment rates are
overwhelming, the youth are turning into yobs, the Jews are making this country a Orwellian hellhole. The man in number 10 doesn't care. Do you?
HAIL VICTORY!
“WE MUST SECURE THE EXISTENCE OF OUR PEOPLE AND A FUTURE FOR
WHITE CHILDREN”
~Fourteen words by David Lane~
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